
How large of a REGION do you get
when you logon the TSO/E these
days? Four megabytes? Eight?

More? You might be surprised by the amount
of storage available to you under TSO (and by
extension, ISPF).

This month I’ll discuss a method of looking
at your TSO/E REGION allocations. This
method is easy and straightforward. All that it
requires is the ISPF debugging aid known as
ISPVCALL.

ISPVCALL STATUS

This is the easiest way to have a look at
your REGION allocations. All you need to do
is invoke the command ISPVCALL STATUS
from Option 6 (TSO) of ISPF.

ISPVCALL will create what is called a trace
file. Using the STATUS parameter bypasses its
trace function and instead, just creates a file with
tons of information in it. Refer to FIGURE 1.

The REGION lines appear between Line
6–8. Following up to several recent columns
that I have written about the REGION JCL
parameter, here’s how to interpret
ISPVCALL’s REGION information.

ENTERED OR DEFAULTED
REGION FROM LOGON

On the line that contains the RACF literal,
look to the far right for the word: Region, fol-
lowed by a value. This value is what was either
entered at the TSO/E logon screen or inserted by
default. In FIGURE 1, the value is 40000K (40M).

Refer to FIGURE 2 for a view of the standard
TSO/E logon screen. This is the screen where
the logon REGION amount is entered. Note
that unlike a JCL-specified REGION, at the
TSO logon screen, the value entered cannot
contain alphabetic characters (like “K” or
“M”). The Size field must be entirely numeric.

24-BIT MAXIMUM, IN USE AND
AVAILABLE

This line begins with the literal: Max <16M.
This is the maximum amount of virtual storage
“below the line”—less than 16 megabytes—that
your TSO session could acquire. The two other
literals on this line—In Use and Avail—should
be self-explanatory.

Yes, Avail is the Max <16M amount with
the In Use amount subtracted out!

In 2005, not much software runs in 24-bit
mode, especially software from IBM (and
most major independent software vendors).
Having a lot of available 24-bit storage really
doesn’t mean much as most likely, it will not
be used. 24-bit storage is required more for
older file-related control blocks, buffers and
other operating system overhead.

2 megabytes or less of 24-bit storage is a
pretty typical In Use amount for a TSO ses-
sion nowadays. However, having a ton of files
allocated (for editing, LIBDEFs, LMINITs,
etc.) can cause the amount of 24-bit storage
usage to rise.

31-BIT MAXIMUM, IN USE AND
AVAILABLE

This line begins with the literal: Max >16M.
This is the maximum amount of virtual storage
“above the line”—greater than 16 megabytes—
that your TSO session could acquire.

As with 24-bit, Avail is the Max >16M
amount with the In Use amount subtracted out.

The 31-bit amounts are much more critical
to a TSO/E user’s every day work. Nearly all
IBM and third-party TSO/ISPF software now
runs in and uses 31-bit storage. The largest
consumer of storage under ISPF is usually the
editor. Recall that the editor must have the
entire file being edited loaded into memory
before it can even display the first screen.
Editing several large files can quickly exhaust
the Avail 31-bit storage.

TOTAL AMOUNT OF STORAGE

Taking the 24 and 31-bit Max numbers and
adding them together will provide a “grand
total” of storage that a TSO/E session might
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========= ISPF Diagnostic Trace System ======== 2005.260 13:14:19 GMT ==
ZENVIR: ISPF 5.2MVS     TSO              ZOS390RL:z/OS   01.04.00
ZISPFOS:ISPF FOR z/OS 01.02.00
MVS:  SP7.0.4 HBB7707  JES: JES2 z/OS 1.4      TSO: 3.03.0
ISPF: 5.2.0000         DFSMS: 1.03.00          CPU: 2064(8 CPUs)
RACF: 7.70.7                                Region: 40000K
Max <16M: 10216K       In Use: 612K          Avail: 9604K
Max >16M: 40000K       In Use: 392K          Avail: 39608K
Default unit:        TSODA         Trace type:          WRITE
GRS Options:         START         z/Architecture:      Yes
ISPF Exit Flags:     0000          Test Status:         Inactive
Ext data stream:     Yes           Max screen size:     080x24
Language:            ENGLISH       Terminal Type:       3278
Loaded Char set mod: ISP3278       ISPVCALL Exit:       *None*
TSO Prefix:          MOORE01
ISPVCALL Version:    ISPVCALL  2003.118  z/OS 1.02 BASE
ISPVCALL Command: ISPVCALL STATUS

FIGURE 1: THE FIRST PAGE OF THE ISPVCALL TRACE FILE CONTAINS A LOT OF RELEASE INFOR-
MATION AS WELL AS REGION LIMITS, MAXIMUMS AND CURRENT “IN USE” STORAGE AMOUNTS.
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acquire. Using FIGURE 1 as an example, this
number would be 10,216K + 40,000K =
50,216K.

This number is obviously greater than the
“REGION” number used at TSO/E logon
(40000K) and should serve as a reminder that
there are actually two limits being limited by
the REGION declaration: 24 and 31 bit. That
is, REGION is not a hard and fast number but
instead, falls into ranges as to how it limits
BOTH 24 and 31-bit maximums.

CONCLUSION

The file created by ISPVCALL is static. That
is, it takes a snapshot of many things (including
Region) as of the point in time that a TSO/ISPF
user issued ISPVCALL STATUS. To see
changes in the amount of storage used, you will
need to re-invoke ISPVCALL STATUS.

I suggest that you try this. START a few
screens. Then, get into edit on a number of dif-
ferent files on these screens and return to the
screen where ISPVCALL’s file is being dis-
played. END (PF3) the ISPVCALL file dis-
play and re-invoke ISPVCALL STATUS.

Now look at your REGION numbers. The
Max and Region numbers should never
change—Max are top limits and Region
remains what you logged on to TSO/E with.
What should change are the In Use and Avail

numbers. Look for a larger change in the 31-
bit amounts than the 24-bit ones.

If you want to experiment with different
REGION amounts, you’ll need to actually
logoff and log back on to TSO/E. Or, simply
issue a LOGON command from TSO Ready
(if you are allowed to even see TSO Ready).

Next month, I’ll write about an ISPF dialog
that I have put together that is specifically
intended to dynamically display REGION
information under ISPF. By dynamically, I
mean that a simple press of the Enter key at
this dialog’s main panel will refresh the
REGION numbers being displayed.

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, IL-based software development firm spe-
cializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database design.
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— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — TSO/E LOGON — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

Enter LOGON parameters below:                   RACF LOGON parameters:

Userid    ===> MOORE01

Password  ===>                                  New Password ===>

Procedure ===> TSODEVL                          Group Ident  ===>

Acct Nmbr ===> 1M229UD

Size      ===>

Perform   ===>

Command   ===> ex ‘moore01.dba.source(tsolib)’

FIGURE 2: THE STANDARD TSO/E LOGON SCREEN IS WHERE REGION IS ENTERED WHEN
LOGGING ON TO TSO/E. THE SIZE FIELD IS WHERE REGION IS ENTERED. IN THIS EXAMPLE,
NO REGION IS ENTERED. THIS WILL ALLOW YOU TO DETERMINE WHAT DEFAULT REGION IS
INSERTED FOR TSO/E SESSIONS WHEN IT IS NOT ENTERED.


